LncRNA-uc.40 silence promotes P19 embryonic cells differentiation to cardiomyocyte via the PBX1 gene.
Uc.40 is a long noncoding RNA that is highly conserved among different species, although its function is unknown. It is highly expressed in abnormal human embryonic heart. We previously reported that overexpression of uc.40 promoted apoptosis and inhibited proliferation of P19 cells, and downregulated PBX1, which was identified as a potential target gene of uc.40. The current study evaluated the effects of uc40-siRNA-44 (siRNA against uc.40) on the differentiation, proliferation, apoptosis, and mitochondrial function in P19 cells, and investigated the relationship between uc.40 and PBX1 in cardiomyocytes. The uc.40 silencing expression was confirmed by quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). Observation of morphological changes in transfected P19 cells during different stages of differentiation revealed that uc40-siRNA-44 increased the number of cardiomyocyes. There was no significant difference in the morphology or time of differentiation between the uc40-siRNA-44 group and the control group. uc40-siRNA-44 significantly promoted proliferation of P19 cells and inhibited serum starvation-induced apoptosis. There was no significant difference in mitochondrial DNA copy number or cellular ATP level between the two groups, and ROS levels were significantly decreased in uc40-siRNA-44-transfected cells. The levels of PBX1 and myocardial markers of differentiation were examined in transfected P19 cells; uc40-siRNA-44 downregulated myocardial markers and upregulated PBX1 expression. These results suggest that uc.40 may play an important role during the differentiation of P19 cells by regulation of PBX1 to promote proliferation and inhibit apoptosis. These studies provide a foundation for further study of uc.40/PBX1 in cardiac development.